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Periodic Table For Windows 10 8.1

What's New in the Periodic Table For Windows 10 8.1?
Periodic Table for Windows Publisher: Microsoft Last updated: 2016-10-14 How good is your periodic table knowledge? You can now take a periodic table quiz and see how much you know about the elements. The quiz is interactive, allowing you to see how well you did. Elements are colored by their class. More than 100 elements and
their properties are displayed. There are 10 questions to answer, and you can take the quiz as many times as you want to. Please note: This app is not supported by Microsoft. Your feedback is appreciated. Periodic Table Publisher: Microsoft Last updated: 2014-10-20 This app helps you learn the periodic table Periodic Table is a periodic
table application, that is, a table that lets you learn the periodicity of the elements. More than 100 elements are grouped in the table, and you can drag the elements to group them. When you drag a group, a palette shows to help you decide the element characteristics, such as its chemical type, name, symbol, atomic number, electron
configuration, electronegativity, oxidation state, structure and the metal and non-metal class. You can also see the element information on the app. Periodic Table is a tool to help you to learn the periodic table. The app also provides the periodic table interactive, allowing you to drag the elements to group them. The app provides a palette
to help you decide the element characteristics, such as its chemical type, name, symbol, atomic number, electron configuration, electronegativity, oxidation state, structure and the metal and non-metal class. You can also view the element information on the app. Periodic Table Publisher: Microsoft Last updated: 2014-10-20 Periodic Table
is an educational app for Windows Phone that introduces the elements in a easy to understand and visually attractive way. Periodic table for Windows Phone Publisher: Microsoft Last updated: 2013-07-22 Periodic Table for Android is a multimedia collection that presents elements and their properties in an easy and intuitive way. It
contains about 90 elements and about 150 properties. The elements can be searched by element name or by element symbol.
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System Requirements:
-Windows 10/8.1/8/7 64 bit -Laptop or Desktop -2 GB Ram -2 GHz Processor -12 GB Hard Drive space -4 GB Graphics (1024×768) -Internet Connection -Stereo Headphones -Headset Cord (We recommend not using the internal speakers) Instructions: Click the video below for video instructions on how to install the mod: How to use?
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